WMC Cornwall Bank Holiday
Climbing & Walking Weekend
4th May – 7th May 2018

Staying at the Trevaylor Caravan and Camping Park close to St. Just and ideally
located for the popular climbing areas of Bosigran and Sennen as well as the costal
and many inland paths for the walkers. The website
http://www.cornishcamping.co.uk contains all the accommodation options and
tariffs for all of your requirements, but unfortunately not what the weathers going to
do!!
Please mention WMC when booking and they will endeavour to make sure that we
are all in the same area, this may be a benefit to all those who wish to avoid the
snoring fraternity amongst us!!! A number of people are also planning to extend the
weekend by travelling on the Thursday – please let me know if you need to contact
anybody.
There is a restaurant on the campsite, which is convenient and serves good
homemade food. If a pub is more your thing, there are a number of good local pubs
within walking distance.
For the walkers, there is the South West costal path which runs close to the

campsite and a number of variations of this can be walked depending on your
interest and energy levels. There are also many inland paths waiting to be
discovered along with the industrial past, ancient stone circles or sites of worship
and you never know there might be a cache there!!
Cornwall is justifiably famous for the quality of its climbing on lovely rough Cornish
granite and when the sun is out there is no better place to be. There are also many
smaller less well known climbing venues to be experienced if the popular areas are
busy or you had too many Doombar’s and want to take it easy!!

Contact Stu Sherwood for any further details or to order your breakfast!

